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BRIAN McCOY/Staff photographer 
Lloyd, a volunteer for the salvation army, rings a bell while col-
'ng Christmas donations Tuesday afternoon outside ofWilb Walkers 
ery store. 
State Police requested 
to investigate bookstore 
By JOHN FERAK 
Campus editor 
At the request of Eastern's chan-
cellery department last Wednesday, 
Illinois State Police have launched 
an investigation into allegations of 
"purchasing irregularities" at the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union Bookstore. 
State police have asked top 
Eastern administrators not to com-
ment further on the basis of the 
investigation until it is complete. 
Although two vice presidents and 
Eastern President David Jorns said 
Tuesday they were aware of the 
investigation, they offered few 
details. 
"I have been notified that an 
investigation (of the Union Book-
store) is taking place," said Charles 
Colbert, Eastern vice president for 
business affairs. "I don't want to 
say anything about the matter." 
Lou Hencken, acting vice presi-
dent for student affairs, is in charge 
of the department that oversees the 
University Union bookstore. 
"Basically, my duties involve 
overseeing registration, housing, 
the union reports and so forth," 
Hencken said. "Therefore, the 
Union bookstore would fall under 
my department." 
Hencken added state police have 
placed precautionary measures on 
Eastern 's administration. Also, 
Hencken would not confirm or 
deny whether his office was respon-
sible for getting the investigation 
underway. 
"I'm really sorry, but I can't say 
anything about why the investiga-
tion was ordered," Hencken said. 
'The Illinois State Police specifical-
ly told us not to say anything about 
the investigation until it is done 
with." 
Investigation of the allegations of 
bookstore purchasing irregularities 
is being handled by the Illinois 
• Continued on page 2 
Lease resolution discussed 
By SUSAN KIEL 
City editor 
whether it's right or wrong," said Charleston Mayor 
Wayne Lanman. "But I think this (resolution) is fair." 
Some residents of the Lake Island subdivision were 
After years of waiting, the City of Charleston is one present at the meeting to present their views. 
step closer to seeing a resolution to the debate over Charleston resident David Durham was one of the 
the Lake island property leases. members who addressed the council. 
The Charleston City Council discussed and placed Durham asked the council if the lease money would 
on file for public inspection, Tuesday, a resolution be used to help pay for the costs of repairing leaking 
allowing the city to execute rental leases on the lake sewage that plagues the area. 
island properties up to Oct. 21, 2009. "I don't object to an increase in lot leases," Durham 
The Lake Island tract is a group of almost two said. "But since there is going to be an increase, I 
dozen lots and homes on the shore of Lake would like to see something done (about the sewage 
Charleston. Although the city owns the subdivision, problem)." 
the council has repeatedly delayed a decision on Commissioner Scism told Durham the profit from 
whether to renew some leases because of suspected the leases would not be enough to pay for the neces-
sewage leaks from some sites into the reservoir. sary sewage repairs. Scism said, however, the leaking 
"This (resolution) is an attempt to create a compro- was a serious problem that needed to be remedied but 
rnise on all sides," said City Attorney Brian Bower. did not offer information as to when the situation 
"This (resolution) is saying that the mayor and the would be resolved. 
city clerk have the authority to execute leases provid- In other council business, commissioners voted to 
ing they expire in 2009, and providing the lease place on file for public inspection an ordinance pro-
amount is one-and-a-half percent (of the property hibiting athletic lighting in three municipal parks: 
value) per month." Heritage Woods Park, Kiwanis Park and Sister City 
Bower said Oct. 21, 2009 is the date the last of the Park. 
island track lease expires. He added the resolution The council was addressed by two Charleston resi-
will extend all presently expired leases, as well as the dents representing community organizations opposed 
leases that will expire prior to that date, until Oct. 21, to athletic lighting in residential parks, saying the 
2009. lighting would increas~ traffic, noise levels, and park-
"We're going to do something about (the leases) ing. 
andidate focuses on book rental 
~~~~~-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~--, 
No immediate action 
M. K. GUETERSLOH 
Textbook rental is popular with 
dents because it saves them 
ney. However, Eastern's aca-
. c quality cannot suffer either, 
the second candidate for asso-
vice president for academic 
· , Tuesday. 
Fulkerson, associate dean 
the college of Arts and Sciences 
Western Illinois University at 
comb, opened the half hour 
ting by listening to the issues 
cerning students. Luke Neu-
n, speaker of the Student 
ate asked about the Faculty 
te complaints about Eastern's 
k rental service. 
e have a real nice system here 
rding to the students because 
don't have to buy our books," . 
ann said. "We like our text-
book rental system as students, and 
we won't like to see it go away." 
Knowing the value of updated 
books for teachers and keeping in 
mind the extensive costs to stu-
dents, Fulkerson stressed the need 
for textbooks with the latest infor-
mation especially for graduate stu-
dents. 
"From the standpoint of a parent, 
I would really like a textbook rental 
system," Fulkerson said. "Ob-
viously, with my kids that have 
gone through high school, they 
rented their books there and then 
when they got to college, it was 
quite a shock to see those textbook 
bills. 
'There are advantages and disad-
vantages to both systems, a rental 
system probably does somewhat 
limit the choices that your faculty 
members have. They can't change 
textbooks as often as we do. At the 
graduate level, I can't see a rental 
system working to well. It is very 
. important in graduate school to 
have the latest book." 
In terms of communication with 
students, faculty and administra-
tion, Fulkerson said he believes in 
open, honest communication. 
"I have always operated with 
people from the standpoint (of) tell 
me where I stand," Fulkerson said. 
"I try to keep people as informed as 
possible. In the position I am in 
right now, I am constantly commu-
nicating with faculty and adminis-
trators." 
Although he currently does not 
handle student affairs, Fulkerson 
has conducted alumni surveys that 
led to the developing a one-hour 
careers course for psychology stu-
dents at Western. 
"In arts and sciences most of us 
• Continued on page 2 
for casino proposal 
SPRINGFIELD(AP) - All bets 
are off for any immediate action in 
the Legislature on Chicago Mayor 
Richard Daley's proposal for a $2 
billion casino project, the mayor's 
spokesman said Tuesday. 
"It won't come up for a vote 
this week," said the spokesman, 
Jim Williams. 
Democrat Daley is short of sup-
port, particularly among Repub-
licans, and hopes to win enough 
backing in time for a vote before 
new lawmakers are sworn in Jan. 
13 and the Senate turns Repub-
lican. 
"We can't say with 100 percent 
certainty that's going to come up, 
but that's our intention," Williams 
said. 
House Speaker Michael Madi-
gan, D-Chicago, said he and 
Senate President Philip Rock, D-
Oak Park, are discussing whether 
to qill lawmakers back to Spring-
field to deal with the issue before 
new session begins. 
Thursday is the last scheduled 
day of the fall veto session, but a 
special session called to deal with 
casinos allows the possibility of 
action by the lame-duck Legis-
lature into January. 
Asked what might change 
between now and then, Madigan 
said, "Maybe in the spirit of the 
Christmas season, our governor 
would find some kindness in his 
heart- maybe." 
Edgar, who has threatened to 
veto any land-based casino gam-
• Continued on page 2 
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Ensemble to entertain staff 
By TONY PEREZ 
Staff writer 
The holiday spirits of the Office 
Staff Support Group will be lifted 
with the sounds of Christmas 
music performed by members of 
Eastern's music department. 
Chamber music and a harp 
ensemble will fill the ears of uni-
versity civil service workers from 
noon to 1 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Rathskeller located in the base-
ment of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Students of the music depart-
ment Barbara Graves, Sheri Law-
son, Rebecca Davies, Jan Faires 
and music instructor Cynthia 
Baker will perform harp ensem-
bles of traditional Christmas 
songs. 
"We will perform harp solos, 
duets and trios of such songs as 
'Silent Night' and 'The Little 
Drummer Boy,"' Baker said. 
The students' performance is a 
special holiday present to the 
OSSG which will take the place of 
the OSSG meeting for December. 
The members of the OSSG try to 
deviate from the usual structured 
meetings during the holiday sea-
son. 
"Every December we add some-
thing extra to our meeting. For this 
December meeting we're having a 
program of chamber music," said 
Linda Reynolds, chairperson of 
the support group. 
The OSSG includes secretaries, 
clerks, typists and other employees 
of the civil service. The OSSG 
holds monthly meetings to learn 
new methods of effective civil ser-
vice work from each other and 
their experiences. 
All office support staff are invit-
ed and the program is also open to 
the students and faculty. Ad-
mission is free. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
State:· l?olice 
• Continuedfrompage·one 
Division of Internal Investigation, 
a branch of the Illinois State Police 
located in Springfield, said Major 
Robert Crites, an officer with the 
IDII. 
Crites said his department was 
contacted last Wednesday concern-
ing the allegations of purchasing 
irregularities by the Eastern 's 
Union bookstore. 
"The Eastern Illinois University 
chancellor's office contacted my 
office sometime last week over the 
holiday break," Crites said. "Their 
office felt they had learned of 
Candidate 
improprietie!» that hl!-d been taking. 
place, and they requested. our. 
involvement in the matter." 
Working under the Illinois State 
Police Division, Crites said this is 
one area which his department has 
been asked for involvement in the 
past years. 
"In Illinois, under the executive 
branch of state agencies, we are 
able to handle allegations relating 
to this type of matter when they are 
referred to us," Crites said. 
Crites added his department has 
been contacted in previous years by -
Eastern. 
"When the chancellor's office 
contacted us, we do have the power 
; and authority to conduct this type 
of investigation," Crites said. 
"Eastern has used our department 
in past years. Our goal, as always, 
is to get an investigation like this 
over as quickly as possible. We just 
received word about this last 
Wednesday." 
Located on the first floor of the 
UniQn, the University Bookstore 
sells school and office supplies as 
well as Eastern apparel, magazines, 
cassettes, compact discs and 
grooming supplies. 
•Continued from page one resentative on the search commit- than the other candidates for the 
tee, said he was interested in the associate vice president of academ-
can do a pretty good job of aca- fact that Fulkerson has worked with ic affairs. But Smith also said two 
demic aavismg/bat'.y./h61l..-.it emnes ... ~ )ltuSeR~.ffi estUlli8hing. a,,~·to,._.., mqre·,candidates. are-lefi-to intef'" ,- -· 
to career advising we are not very develop their career._ view, and the one with the best 
good-at-ft,»'f'oiiter8oh'Said:"~' ~" .. n ,';,' Smith said tH.kasp~C:t~tf.i~;-ffttt'• ~"interest-of ,the · stu.dent-S"in-mind "; 
Bobby Smith, student senate rep- "Fulkerson on a different level" would get his vote. 
Casino 
"'Continuedfrompage one 
bling, has held solid support from 
Republicans in the Senate. 
They have helped stall a measure 
in the Senate Executive Committee. 
A similar measure pending in the 
House also is stalled. 
"I don't plan to advance the bill 
in the House in light of the fact that 
' the bill in the Senate is still in 
Senate committee," Madigan said. 
The committee's chairman, Sen. 
William Marovitz, said he was 
hopeful of a committee vote Wed-
nesday. · 
Work was continuing on amend-
ments to satisfy critics, and negotia-
tions with Republicans opposed to 
the measure also contiriuect, ' he 
said. But he said what was really 
needed was a meeting between 
Daley and Edgar. 
"I think it's important the two 
leaders in the state ... sit down and 
talk about this issue," Marovitz 
said. "It's the biggest jobs issue in 
the state." The governor, who met 
with Daley in Chicago last week, 
said he saw no room to negotiate. 
"The mayor wants a land-based 
casino," he said. "I don't want a 
land-based casino. It's not some-
thing you can really compromise 
on very easy." 
Edgar said Republicans in the 
Senate were holding the line 
against the proposal and there' _ 
appeared to ht? no more than 21' 
votes for , casinos in the 59-member 
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upper chamber. 
In other business: 
• The Senate restored $375,000 
for community services in the 
Department of Children and Family 
Services, $1.3 million for alco-
holism and drug treatment pro-
grams and $1.4 million for 15-cent-
an-hour pay increases for home ser-
vice employees. The changes were 
approved by the House last month. 
• The House restored $2.5 mil-
lion to Attorney General Roland 
Burris' budget, following earlier 
Senate action. Edgar had cut $3.6 
million of Burris' funding. 
Burris said the restored · money · : · 
will avert 60 'fayoffs and· allow him 
to hlie 10 or 15 new lawyers. 
WEDNESDAY 
DRINK SPECIAL 
Lelnenkugel's Pitchers 
$3.50 
FOOD SPECIAL 
Grilled Pork Tenderloin 
Basket 
$3.75 
Kitchen Hours 
N\on.-Fri. 11 am.-9 p.m. 
~ Sat. 11 am. - 3 p.m.~ 
~ BarHours ~ 
Sat. 11 am .• 1 am. 
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Two professors 
awarded grant . 
3 
By JOHN FERAK 
Campus editor 
to be able to receive funding for 
this project. 
"We were very fortunate to 
Hoping to raise awareness and receive the $3,000 grant from the 
better educate Eastern students Faculty Research Council," Liu 
about the problems in the envi- said. "With this grant, we'll be 
ronment, two Eastern technology able to receive the support of the 
professors have been awarded a council for funding the research 
$3,000 grant to undertake for a two-year period while we· 
research about property changes continue the work." 
involving plastic recycling. . In addition to receiving funding 
Eastern 's Council of Faculty from Eastern's Faculty Research 
Research awarded $3,000 to a Council, Liu has tried to get 
research team headed by Ping money for his program from other 
Liu, assistant professor of tech- organizations. 
nology, and Tom Waskom, associ- "We have a proposal from the 
ate professor of technology. Office of Solid Waste Research, 
Graduate assistant Greg Muncer which is located in Champaign," 
and students from the university's Liu said. "Although I don't know 
material testing class are also if they will give us any money at 
involved in the program. this stage, I am optimistic they'll 
Liu outlined some of the rea- be able to provide some tax 
sons why he believes this research money support after they review 
program is very important. our research." 
"Our basic intention behind the Before they were granted fund-
BRIAN McCOY/Staff photographer 
elanie McKee talks about managing conflict in all types of situations with effective strategies Tuesday 
ernoon in the Arcola room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
research is to study the behavior ing for their research, Liu and 
of the recycling process," Liu Waskom had to present their ini-
said. "We want to be able to use tial findings at the National 
the products again in the future." Educator's Workshop entitled, 
pen ho.use to inform students The research team has already "Standard Experiments in produced different types of mate- Engineering Materials, Science rials from recycled products. For and Technology," held in 
Eastern's Counseling Center is 
lding an open house Wed-
sday for students to receive 
ormation about the services it 
ers. 
house will be a way to inform the -ders said. "We can do this by let- example, milk jugs are one item Tennessee. 
general public about a facility on ting the students know what we reproduced from recycled plas- There are several goals Liu said 
Eastern's campus that many stu- offer." tics. the research team wants to 
dents might not be aware of, "By providing students with Liu said it was extremely accomplish as a result of its stud-
Sanders said developmental and remedial ser- important for his research squad ies. 
Reasons people use the center vices, the center can assist (stu- BI M • b • 
are not just because of personal dents) in dealing more effectively u e ea n I e S r I n g 
problems, Sanders said. with their academic and socia! . 
•. 
The Counseling Center, located 
1711 Seventh St. in Buzzard 
· ding, is hoping to let students 
ow what programs are avail-
le for them to use, according to 
d Sanders, counseling center 
The Counseling Center offers demands." · · ~:;~~p::::d~::~:a: res~:~~~ili~~~~~n;:e~~;~e::.; .,f.b.ea t;.it o.: ,C.h arl e .. s ton. J: .,,; 
make appropriate career choices, ~ center. He ~aid staff mem~rs .at B BRIAN HUCHca,.. ; _' .. 
tor. 
Sanders talked about some of 
reasons why many students do 
take advantage of the center. 
'There is a stereotype that gets 
the way of myself and the 
tential client," Sanders said. 
tudents feel as though people or 
ir peers will perceive them as 
· g 'crazy', 'weirdos', or worse 
the students use the facility." 
Organizers hope the open 
tion, saxophonist Lance Peterson. 
build their interviewing<fech- 1heCounselingCenteFt:!Yto·assis~~ ·· ,· Y, , ... '· · ... • ... ; •..• ~ .... cist and lead·singi:r:BW SoHedor, 
niques, write complete resumes students who have concerns Sta~ writer trumpet player Jim Berry, bassist 
and help students reach decisions involving academic difficulties, Jay Vance, guitarist Jim Cooley, Eastern students will have an d T A" k 
on personal problems. educational plans and vocational rummer ony imone, ey-
Sanders said it is very impor- academic adjustments. opportunity to shake, rattle and roll boardist Mike Linde, saxophonist 
as the up-tempo reggae band the Dave Smith and most recent addi-
tant to eliminate the false concep- Furthermore, the center has Blue Meanies rocks into Char-
tions about what the counseling other features, including remedial leston performing Wednesday 
center has to offer. Sanders added services and developmental ser- night at Stu's. 
it is vital for all students to know vices for students. The major pur- For the first time in its career, 
they are welcome to stop in and pose of these programs is to assist the Blue Meanies will be perform-
use the center's services. each student in developing to the ing at Stu's bar, 1405 4th St. at 
"We need to eliminate these full limit of his potential and to 9:30 p.m. with doors opening at 8 
stereotypes by student awareness get the most from the university p.m. They will be the opening act 
of the Counseling Center," San- experience. for the band the Toasters. Stu's 
enate focused on retention owner Dave Svabada is expecting a big crowd. "It is going to be the best show 
here all year," said Svabada. "I 
think their music is really liked. 
Besides, their stage performance is 
full of excitement." 
Despite being a popular group, 
the Blue Meanies still love to play 
in the college towns as much as 
they enjoy performing in the big 
cities, according to band member 
Jim Cooley. He added the group 
also loves the . college scene 
because they can expect anything 
from the crowd. 
The Blue Meanies music in-
volves just about anything. The 
band incorporates a combination 
of jazz, punk, reggae, funk, ska 
and hardcore. 
"• 
affairs should should look for better ways to keep ' 
ts from dropping out, the acting vice president 
dent affairs told the Faculty Senate Thursday. 
Admissions Director Dale Wolf added Eastern has 
the second highest graduation rate among Illinois uni-
versities, which shows the school is doing compara-
tively well with student retention. According to Dave Svabada,. 
owner of Stu's bar, the sound of its 
music is more comparable to hard-
er reggae with, more guitar. 
u Hencken, acting vice-president for student 
, said one of his goals is to set up an enrollment 
gement committee to generate ways to answer 
!e's questions and look for better methods of 
Henclcen said Wolf and his staff spend most of their 
time going to high schools throughout the state to • 
recruit students, and by Nov. 1 of this year, had visited 
at least 400 schools. 
In his address, Hencken said he feels the best recruit-
ing technique is to have students who enjoy being at 
Eastern who go home to tell other potential students 
about it. He also touched on the textbook rental system, 
which the Faculty Senate is considering eliminating. 
The Blue Meanies originally 
assembled in Carbondale, Ill. at 
Southern Illinois University in 
1989 where they first began play-
ing a reggae-style music. At that 
time, the band consisted of only 
six members. Two months later, a 
seventh member, saxophonist 
Lance Peterson became the final 
piece to the puzzle. 
Cooley, Meanies' guitari§t, 
mentioned that different types Of . 
music are just fine with him. 
· g students at Eastern. 
cken said his goal is to have Eastern graduate 
ent of the students who enroll here. Although 
ed this is somewhat unrealistic, the enrollment 
ittee would help find ways of improving the 
Hencken said the textbook rental system has already 
been making changes since the beginning of fall 
semester. Hencken said he will go out of his way to 
make the textbook rental system effective. 
"We like all kinds of music," 
Cooley said. "We just skip around 
and play what we want. We're not 
afraid to mix music. 
Since 1989, the Blue Meanies "Just the fact that we're on stage 
settled down in Chicago. The band builds up our energy;" Cooley said. 
currently has seven members: lyri-
sk ··force urges lawmakers·to increase education spend.ing 
RINGFIELD (AP) - A task 
studying school funding 
lawmakers Tuesday to raise 
ation spending about $1.5 
n and offer $348 million in 
rty tax relief. 
lawmakers adopt the recom-
tions, the spending increase 
be spread over five years 
e tax relief would be granted 
single stroke and continue 
year. The annual cost would 
ost $650 million. 
e Illinois T.ask Force on 
I Finance labored two years 
to produce its report. If its plan 
works, all Illinois school districts 
would be guaranteed a minimum 
amount for each student and one-
third of the districts would see 
property taxes fall. 
Gov. Jim Edgar immediately 
questioned the cost of the recom-
mendations. 
"I don't see $600 million grow-
th in our revenue base in the near 
future, particularly to go to one 
item," Edgar said. "I have 
also ... made it very clear for the 
rest of this term I don't envision 
supporting a general tax increase." 
Sen. Arthur Berman, a Chicago 
Democrat and task force co-chair-
man, said the report's backers will 
try to push it through the Legis-
lature next spring. 
Berman said he would be will-
ing to raise taxes for the education 
plan, although that might not be 
necessary. Devoting all natural 
budget growth to education would 
provide the money, if lawmakers 
are willing to do that1 he said. 
"The question will be: What are 
the priorities that the General 
Assembly sets in funding schools 
vs. funding everything else, 11 he 
said. "If we respond to the voice 
of the voter ... this will be funded. 11 
The task force report sets a for-
mula for determining the cost of 
an adequate education around the 
state. The cost per child is roughly 
$3,900. 
The report offers all 942 school 
districts a chance to reach that 
adequacy level through a combi-
nation of local taxes and state sup-
port. No district would see a drop 
in the amount of money it gets 
from the state. 
About 230 districts with rela-
tively low property taxes would 
be encouraged to increase their 
education support by raising taxes 
a combined $48 million. 
Some 332 districts with high 
property tax rates would drop 
their taxes $348 million, with the 
state making up the lost money. 
The state replacement money 
would shrink as local tax revenues 
climb to their original level 
because of rising property values. 
o:~; Eastern News 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1992 
Student opinion 
. . ' ·' . . ts a top pr1or1ty 
in rental debate 
Members of the Faculty Senate and the gen-
eral teaching body have so far been vocal in 
their support of changing the Textbook Rental 
Service to a purchase system. · 
Senate members claim that professors would 
be better equipped to teach students in a pur-
chase system - saying that the rental service 
limits faculty and their individual teac::hing style. 
But still silent in the entire process have been 
the students, who would be affected monetari-
ly by the plan. 
Textbook Rental Service costs $59 per sem-
ester and is included in the tuition bill. While 
the removal of the Rental Ed Ito rial Service would lower tuition 
by $59, the cost of buying 
books could average $150 each semester. 
One of the toughest parts-about going to 
school now is the price. Eastern, which is one 
of the lower-priced schools · in the state, has 
been hit with two tuition increases in the last 
year and an increase in room and board. While 
those increases are far from student control, 
students do have a direct say with the purchase 
of their textbooks. 
One of the financial solutions offered by text-
book purchase proponents is that students 
would be able to sell the books back to the 
school at the end of the semester. But, like 
other schools that have the program, the selling 
price would be a fraction of the original cost. 
Another cost-effective claim that goes with 
the purchasing of textbooks is the fact that stu-
dents can buy used textbooks every year. 
However, that already happens now with some 
German hatred rears its· ugly hea 
Last month Germans marked 
the third anniversary of the fall of 
the Berlin Wall and the 54th an-
niversary of Kristallnacht {the Night 
of the Broken Glass) when Nazi 
street gangs left the country's syn-
agogues and Jewish-owned busi-
nesses in flames - and more than 
tOOdead. 
To watch the Associated Press 
wire transmissions of the past 
week, one would think Europe's Chris 
newest power broker hadn't come Sondheim 
so far in five decades. A continuing 
wave of rightist violence, aimed particularly at foreigners, 
has swept Germany this fall. Some have begun to look at 
what may be an economic and social breakdown of 
order in the nation's east. As for everyone else, they 
should be nothing if not scared as hell. 
Here's just a sample of what's provoking that pro-
found fear - only a handful of about t ,800 rightist attacks 
on foreigners this year. Among those attacks graphic 
enough to make worldwide news: 
• Federal authorities arrested a t 9-year-old right-wing 
extremist on charges of murder in a fire bombing that 
killed a Turkish woman and two little gins. 
• Skinheads carved a swastika into the cheek of a t 4-
year-old German girl. 
• A Jewish man was beaten, doused in alcohol and set 
on fire by neo-Nazis who dumped the scorched body 
over the Dutch border somewhere in the Netherlands. 
These and similar attacks have led to at least t 6 deaths 
since t 991 alone. We're also told membership in radical 
groups has grown to 40,000 nationwide, up by nearly 
25 percent since t 990. 
More frightening to observers, however, are the pas-
sive crowds seen cheering on riots by the groups in 
question. 
. Classifying labels for people and groups are found 
throughout the American media, but the most-asked 
. question may now be, "How unified are these guys, the 
'extreme right-wingers,' the 'neo-Nazis' and the 'skin-
heads?'" . 
What do those tags really stand for? Where do the 
lines fall between them, and is this a trend headed 
.. ..... I') 
toward real mobilization? Real answers to those q 
tions will always be elusive. Meanwhile, they're si 
off anonymous phone calls with "Heil Hitler." 
Roughly 40 percent of those living in the east are 
of work. Economic output there has shrunk to one-
the level the nation enjoyed before unification. Wha 
their motivation, the rouges have made foreigners a 
rogate target. 
If authorities repulse this wave soon, the analysts 
reflect and say Germany needs to treat the root of 
problem to avoid another uprising: unhappy, Jo 
people who feel trapped and manipulated, forced to 
the load of economic woe brought by reunification. 
It's probably Bonn's most serious public relatl 
problem in decades and the government needs to 
treating it strictly as such. German President Richard 
Wiezsaecker called predictably last week for the 
right to be crushed, but offered no details or new 
plans. 
In high school, I met a Belgium exchange stud 
whose year away from home, the Wall fell and 
talk of reunification began. She agreed with milllons 
other Europeans in fearing a united Germany spelled 
for Europe before the tum of the century. 
Shaking her head these days, she worried Ger 
universally possess a "hot gene" of nationalism that 
hang over their heads for generations, emerging in 
bled times like a tempting drink to an alcoholic. 
Comparisons of the latest violence to that of HI 
Third Reich are probably alarmist and exaggerated. I 
to think large-scale. attacks would be stemmed I 
before they became a serious threat to the region's 
bility. 
Turks, as Germany's largest foreign group, have 
the brunt of the antagonism. A 22-year-old Turk s 
at the ashen ruins of the home rightists burned to 
ground said, 'They took three of of ours, now we 
take three of theirs." 
lhere is the surest sign the attacks will continue. 
Violence based on a group's nationality, color or 
toms is a constant historical element. But it remains 
of our world's most disheartening mysteries. 
- Chris Sundheim is news editor and a regular 
nist JOrThe Daily Eastern News. 
. '
Only~ few 
WI ore \Neek5. 
materials. Plus, old textbooks only detract from , ·, 
the education of stud en ts who have to use !:;::::;;:;:;;-::;;::::;;::::;;::, =:,::;., ::;;::_ :;::;::;;:::;:::::;:::::::::;;::;;::;:;;;~:::;;::;;:::;:;;;::::::::;:::::::;:::;;::;;::::;;::::;;::::;;::::;;::::;;::::;;::::;;::::;;:::::; 
them -which counters one of the main ·points ·· ·Your turn·.·.~ 
:--of usirg·the textbook purchase system. ' . --------------------------------
' • :~ttld~ Senate, which in the past has been , Snob, attitude 
. one of the bigger opponents to changing the 
system, has remained ominously silent this gives no help 
time. While they have guaranteed to watch the 
situation dosely, no discussion has planned for in rental debate 
the Wednesday meeting. 
Students need to make their opinion known. 
They need to speak to members of the Student 
Senate, Faculty Senate and other on-campus 
administrators. Even if Eastern is to make a 
change to the purchasing their textbooks, it is 
the student body that should have the final say. 
'. ' 
Hippocrates 
Dear editor: 
I would like to respond to Chris 
Seper's column on Monday, Nov. 24 
("School envy a useless faculty tac-
tic"). 
When members of the Faculty 
Senate believe that there Is a need 
for more rtgor In the curriculum, say 
so and take the appropriate action, 
they are not "putting the school 
down." One the contrary, It Is a sign 
that they actually care very deeply 
about this school. They care so much 
that they want to foster an atmo-
sphere conducive to the life of the 
mind. 
To do so, they must fold not only 
students, but also their colleagues 
and themsetves to high standards; 
they would be derelict In their duty 
to Eastern if the should settle for any-
thing less. Hence, the Faculty Senate 
has not only the right but the obliga-
tion to question the value of the 
Textbook Rental Service. 
I gather from your column, how-
ever, that the service as it Is now is 
set up so self-evidently as a boon to 
students that it needs no justification 
at all. That must be why you do not 
deign to offer any. 
But neither do you discuss the 
arguments of those who might dis-
agree with you. Instead, you dismiss 
those who raise such arguments as 
Invidious snobs. This does not seem 
to me to constitute proper refutation. 
It gives me no pleasure to note 
that the soundness of your reasoning 
and the quality of your prose are evi-
dence that the Faculty Senate Is rtght 
to do whatever It can to try to raise 
academic standards. 
I have always believed that "col-
lege level" Is what we have a right to 
expect when you 'get here, not what 
we must hope for When you gradu-
ate. Even then we hope in vain. 
after t 6 or t 7 years of sch 
neither you or your colleagues at 
News seem capable of writing 
cal, coherent paragraphs rrv•cftl111'1 
of sentences that parse. Yet 
fancy yourselves as flt to p~ 
journalism, enjoying the lavish 
dal support of your fellows to 
That you do not seem to be 
accountable to anyone for this 
frontery Is surely a scandal. 
N.R. 
The· Daily Eastern News e 
ages readers to submit g 
columns concerning any topl 
issue that may be relevant to 
readership. 
Columns should be restri 
less than three typewritten d 
spaced pages. 
Guest columns normally 
every Thursday and wlll be 
llshed at the-,dlscretloQ of the 
page editor and the editor In 
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Laundering money may 
exist on 111 i no is riverboats 
PEORIA(AP) - Drug dealers, tax cheats and oth-
ers may be laundering money on Illinois' gambling 
riverboats, but such activity is neither unusual nor 
unexpected, a state gaming official said Tuesday. 
"Anywhere money is exchanged, whether it's a 
bank, racetrack or casino, somebody is going to try 
to launder money," said Morton Friedman, admin-
istrator of the Illinois Gaming Board, which over-
sees the state's five gambling boats. "We don't con-
sider it to be a significant problem. 
"To the extent it is a problem, it is being dealt 
with. We have been doing the very laborious pro-
cess of monitoring some individuals ... but the boats 
are not the targets," Friedman said in a telephone 
interview. 
Friedman's comments came a day after Internal 
Revenue Service officials in Springfield announced 
they are investigating suspicions of money launder-
ing on the Alton Belle and Peoria's Par-A-Dice 
riverboats. 
Two weeks ago, Illinois State Police Director 
Terry Gainer announced that state and federal 
authorities were investigating some of the state's 
floating casinos. But state police have refused to 
identify which boats and Friedman would not com-
ment on specifics Tuesday. 
Authorities stressed that investigators don't 
believe boat operators are involved or are even 
aware of possible money laundering. 
bling chips, play some games and then cash in the 
balance of their chips for new money. There is no 
evidence that organized crime or major drug traf-
fickers are involved, Gainer said. 
The Alton Belle and Peoria's Par-A-Dice river-
boats were early targets of money-laundering inves-
tigations because they have been operating the 
longest, Kris Zini, spokeswoman for the IRS 
Springfield office, said Monday. The Belle was 
launched on Sept. 11, 1991, and the Par-A-Dice 
took its maiden voyage Nov. 20, 1991. 
"We suspect it will happen on other boats as 
well," Zini said. 
Par-A-Dice spokeswoman Carole Halicki said 
Par-A-Dice owners were not aware of any money-
laundering investigation. She said several patrons 
have been banned from the boat for refusing to fill 
out federal disclosure forms designed to trace cash 
transactions exceeding $10,000. 
Alton Belle officials denounced reports of possi-
ble money laundering as "completely erroneous, 
false and unwarranted" in a news release. 
John T. Connors, the Alton Belle's chief operat-
ing officer, stressed that the boat operators are not 
being investigated and said security patrols "ensure 
that unwanted elements are not present at our 
venue." All the riverboats provide their own securi-
ty. 
DAN KOONCE/Staff photographer 
ank Fullerson, a candidate for associate vice president of academic 
airs, met with students to answer questions, Tuesday. Fulkerson, 
ociate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Western Illinois 
iversity in Macomb, said he believes in open and honest communi-
ion between administration and students. 
Friedman said investigations are not limited to 
one group, such as drug dealers, but include anyone 
wanting to rid themselves of tainted cash or fabri-
cate a source for large sums of money such as gam-
bling winnings. 
Gainer has said the allegations involve low-level 
drug pushers who exchange drug money for gam-
In addition, state police are aboard on every gam-
bling cruise and a team of three IRS agents audit 
and investigate the riverboats in cooperation with 
the gaming board. 
Floating casinos also operate out of Rock Island, 
East Dubuque and Joliet. Others are planned for 
Aurora, Channahon, East St. Louis and Metropolis. 
ove triangle ends in sentencing 
MINEOLA, N.Y. (AP) - An 
logetic Amy Fisher was sen-
ced Tuesday to the maximum 
e to 15 years in prison in the 
ong Island Lolita" case for 
oting the wife of a man she 
· ed was her lover. 
"You were a walking stick of 
amite with the fuse lit," the 
e told the 18-year-old Fisher. 
Before being sentenced for 
ult, the teen-ager apologized to 
Jo Buttafuoco, who was sit-
nearby, and then accused the 
an's husband of complicity in 
love-triangle shooting outside 
couple's Long Island home on 
y 19. Mrs. Buttafuoco, 37, was 
partially paralyzed from a head 
d. 
Near tears at times, Fisher 
used Joey Buttafuoco, 36, of 
· g her to shoot his wife after 
two allegedlygan affair. 
1 had an affaiJ;. with ~ married · 
, and it is also0.th.e Wtlr ttlat ~ 
Buttafuoco knew of my inten-
s toward his wife and he . 
uraged me," she told Judge 
in Goodman. "They are the 
, and I cannot and will not take 
back for the sake of harmo-
, Police said the shooting came 
Buttafuoco tried to end their 
ir. Buttafuoco, who denied 
there was any affair, wasn't Fisher for the shooting, saying her 
charged. act was "not spontaneous or irripul-
At a news conference later, he sive. For many months, you had 
called Fisher "an absolute liar right stalked Mary Jo Butt¥1\ocp like a 
to the end." His wife rejected wild anima!.stalks hs prey, " The 
Fisher's apology, calling her "a sentencing hearing was Mrs. 
pathetic creature" who "thoroughly Buttafuoco's first meeting with 
disgusts me." Buttafuoco was con- Fisher since the shooting. She 
spicuously absent from the court- urged the judge to recommend that 
room, leaving his wife in the com- Fisher serve at least 7 years in jail 
pany of the family's two lawyers. before making parole. He said he 
Fisher pleaded guilty to a would consider such a request if it 
reduced charge of assault in a Sept. came from the parole board. 
23 plea bargain and will be eligible Speaking in the packed court-
for parole after five years. room, Mrs. Buttafuoco called 
She could have been sentenced Fisher unrepentant and discussed a 
to 25 years if convicted of attempt- tabloid television videotape in 
ed murder. which the teen worried about set-
She will serve her sentence at the ting up conjugal visits behind bars. 
Bedford Hills Correctional Center ''To this day, she does not under-
in Westchester County, where the stand the harm she has caused," 
inmates include Jean Harris, the Mrs. Buttafuoco said. "The tape 
convicted killer of "Scarsdale Diet" shows her joking about having sex 
Dr. Herman Tamower. in jail. She talks about making 
Fjs)).er_hasJ>een in jail since el!fly money as a result of what she did to 
N~'When s~)l§.~¢ that her me. She seeks a red Ferrari as her 
$2 millign bajl be revoked to enable _ rewJlfd.for being in the public lime-
her to escape burgeoning publicitf -ught. '" Mrs. lfoftafuoco, her face 
from newspapers and TV stations contorted from the wounds inflicted 
around the world. Tabloid newspa- by Fisher's gunshot, detailed two 
pers dubbed her "Long Island alleged earlier murder attempts she 
Lolita" for her beauty and youth said were orchestrated by Fisher in 
and her relationship with an older November 1991. Defense attorney 
man. Eric Naiburg vehemently denied 
The judge pointedly blamed the allegations. 
hanksgiving burglary investigated 
Suzy Klel 
editor 
arleston police are investigating a residential 
glary which occurred over Thanksgiving 
• Thomas Strong of 1819 Grant reported crimi-
nal damage to property. On Nov. 22, Strong's son 
discovered the taillight on Strong's 1984 Dodge 
van was broken and laying in the driveway. 
When Strong opened the door to his 1985 
Grand Prix, the rear window shattered. Police 
astern students Abby Hinkle and Jennifer determined the window had been damaged to 
d reported a stereo system, two televisions, a shatter in the way it had. Police have no suspects 
and several compact discs were stolen from in the case. 
· residence at 2400 Cambridge between Nov. • Crystal Stazak, of New Lenox II. reported a 
md Nov. 29. The items were valued at $1,110. burglary from her motor vehicle at the 7-11 gas 
ard reported she had locked all the doors station, 850 Lincoln Ave. 
r to leaving town for break. Police discovered Stazak entered the 7-11 and when she returned 
metal pipe which was used to lock the sliding to her car she discovered items from her purse had 
s door on the kitchen floor. Police have no , be_yn stolen. The missing items .were, a ,check:-
cts in the bUrglary. ' ' · book, an Amo.co c~edit card and fl Unocal . credjt 
other item's among the C.ha1fleston Police c. ard. Police hav,e no suspec;ts. ,.. 
.. ,J\ A \_,t .} '~ · l • (_ \; f _.. 
Senate to announce 
outstanding member 
By PAUL BUDZYNSKI continue to listen to recent discus-
Staff writer •"' ,,_ "•"""'-"' . V<. stem i>Ilhe- recent' t~x'tboot' rental 
, - ;1r•or- ..... ''·""".~ , -·" i,rseMl2e·c:t~'ite. 4' ·~ ~ ....... il "' 
Student Senate will vote on the 
Student Senate Member of the 
Semester award at its weekly 
meeting Wednesday. 
The meeting is in the Arcola-
Tuscola room of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
at 7 p.m. 
Every senate member will be 
voting by secret ballot for the 
member they feel deserves the 
award. 
"The member who has done the 
most or has done the best job dur-
ing the semester will get the 
vote," said Senate Speaker Luke 
Neumann. 
Neumann also said this will be 
the last meeting the senate holds 
before the induction of the newly 
elected senate members at its next 
meeting. 
, - Jie adde~ ~p~te member~ will 
"(The Senate) will be watching 
the textbook rental situation 
closely," Neumann said. 
Student Body President Brian 
Riordan also commented on the 
textbook rental service issue; he 
said it's an issue brought up every 
year. 
"The administration knows 
(students) want to keep the (text-
book rental service)," Riordan 
said. 
Riordan also said the textbook 
rental service will remain in place 
this year. 
Riordan added the senate 
would like to work with the facul-
ty because they would like to see 
textbooks changed more often in 
some classes. 
"We are trying to make it better 
for the students," he said. 
RHA to n0frifli.8te 
five new off ice rs 
By MELISSA ASHBY 
Staff writer 
The Residence Hall Assoc-
iation will take nominations for 
five officer positions and rec-
ognize awards won at a recent 
conference during its weekly 
meeting Thursday. 
Nominations for the posi-
tions of president, vice presi-
dent, national communications 
coordinator, treasurer and sec-
retary will be taken at the 
meeting. Elections for these 
offices will be held on Dec. 9. 
Only members who have 
attended 75 percent of the 
meetings will be eligible to 
vote. 
.. 
The RHA meeting will begin 
at 5 p.m. Thursday in 
Stevenson Hall. 
During the meeting RHA 
will recognize the delegation 
that attended the GLACURH 
conference held Nov. 20-23. 
The following awards were 
awarded to RHA and its mem-
bers: Eastern's chapter of the 
RHA was awarded the Most 
Spirit Large Delegation; Patty 
Sepmaski won the Adviser of 
the Year award; John Bieren-
baum got the position of 
Director of GLACURH; Rich 
Ruscitti received the Distin-
guished Service Award; and JT 
Silence and Rich Ruscitti 
received the Silver Pin. 
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Sarajevo Yeltsin plan draws 
relief put strong opposition 
0 n h 0 Id MOSCOW (AP) - President Grand Kremlin Palace, Yeltsin Boris Yeltsin survived an impeach- accused lawmakers of putting 
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-
Herzegovina (AP) - The 
humanitarian airlift to Bosnia 
was suspended Tuesday after 
small-arms fire struck part of 
the steering system of a U.S. 
Air Force transport plane on its 
landing approach to Sarajevo. 
Bosnia's president urged 
"decisive stands" by Islamic 
states to aid his country. 
The C-130 Hercules that 
was shot in the rudder while 
approaching the Bosnian capi-
tal was able to land safely, 
unload its relief supplies and 
return to Zagreb, Croatia, said 
Peter Kessler, a spokesman for 
the U.N. High Commissioner 
for Refugees. 
Kessler said the airlift to the 
Bosnian capital was likely to 
remain suspended at least 
through Wednesday while 
U.N. liaison officers investi-
gate the source of the shooting. 
Twenty flights carrying 
food, medicine and other relief 
supplies were scheduled to 
land Tuesday in Sarajevo, but 
only 10 arrived before the air-
lift was suspended. 
Earlier, Bosnia's army com-
mand had accused the Serbs of 
shelling the airport runway 
overnight "with the intention 
of destroying the radar system 
and thus stopping the humani-
tarian flights." 
More than 17 ,000 people 
have been killed in the fight-
ing, the Bosnian Health Min:. 
istry reported.Moncfay~~·:,;.,·.~ 
Bosnfa '~,., M:iislili1''1>re'S1deht, 
Alija Izetbegovic, appealed for 
Islamic solidarity and action at 
a conference of the 47-member 
Organization of Islamic Con-
ference in Saudi Arabia. 
"International resolutions 
have remained empty words 
and the time has come for 
decisive stands," Izetbegovic 
told foreign ministers in 
Jiddah. 
Saudi Arabia's King Fahd 
called for an end to a U.N. 
arms embargo on Bosnia that 
has crippled Sarajevo's defend-
ers. 
The Bosnian army comman-
der said in a newspaper inter-
view that his forces were 
"preparing intensively" for an 
offensive to break the Serbian 
siege on Sarajevo, site of the 
1984 Winter Games. 
ment attempt by hard-liners at the "their own ambitions, careers, dem-
rowdy opening of Congress on agoguery and cheap political 
Tuesday,_ and then proposed a com- effects above the truth, the interests 
promise to trim presidential powers of the people and the state." 
but continue market reforms. Outside the Kremlin, several 
His proposal drew strong opposi- hundred demonstrators carrying red 
tion, including from some support- · Communist hammer-and-sickle 
ers. Early votes indicated that nei- banners pushed through a police 
ther Yeltsin's supporters nor oppo- line and endured zero temperatures 
nents had the strength to force to chant anti-Yeltsin slogans as law-
through their ideas, leaving them makers crossed Red Square. 
groping for middle ground that Hundreds of pro-reform coal 
would avoid a stalemate. miners also shouted at deputies as 
Yeltsin urged lawmakers to resist they entered Spassky Gate. 
the champions of "hard-line Yeltsin's compromise proposal 
Bolshevism" who threaten to drew sharp criticism from the 
"divide the society, to set the exec- 1,041-member body. Even reform 
utive and legislative branches lawmakers said prospects were 
against each other in a final clash, slim for the plan, which would pre-
to weaken the state and breed serve many of the sweeping powers 
chaos." Yeltsin has held since the failed 
His proposal was aimed at gener- hard-line coup in August 1991. 
ating new momentum for his eco- The Congress opened in tumult 
nomic reforms by preventing the Tuesday as an obscure Siberian 
Congress of People's Deputies, lawmaker, Ivan Fedoseyev, chal-
dominated by hard-liners elected lenged Yeltsin's signing of a pact 
before the collapse of the Soviet with Belarus and Ukraine on Dec. 
Union, from hobbling the more 8, 1991, ending the Soviet Union 
radical Cabinet. and founding the Commonwealth 
Hard-liners want to slow the eco- of Independent States. Fedoseyev 
nomic changes and drop acting wanted Russia's Constitutional 
Prime Minister Yegor Gaidar, the Court to rule whether Yeltsin's 
architectofthereforms. Gaidarwas actions "give reason for his 
scheduled to speak Wednesday. impeachment." 
In an hour-long speech in the 
Women's groups urge 
Congratulations 
Jeff Willis 
.... 
of 
Delta 1au Delta 
On being 
·\' \ the New 
, ~lpha Gam 
Man 
inquiry into Packwood i------c~;o~~~~~:;..,-----
- _ W~SHI~GTON \AP) - The ment. brought a quic~ positive : _. 
. senate et1:ucs ct;>nnn1ttee, .. :uQder .,t~ctlon from a,. ~~Qrciv~at9~1J:Qr,:·.~ 1 r.g .., A. '.,T;JTS·AGV & -"€" .J..1,E,ESE 
• •heav:y pressur-e ·frOID •WOffieR''S • QfegOJ} ~~lllen. ~, organ~zapo9s .., .1 ,T ,,~ .~~ , ~ ·~.+ , "• . ~ /~ VT " r 
groups and congressional leaders, which have been pressing for 'PIZZA ' TO GOJ 
said Tuesday it has begun a pre- both the investigation and the I \ • • • • 
liminary inquiry into sexual resignation of Packwood - who I 
harassment allegations against just was re-elected for a fifth I 
Republican Sen. Bob Packwood term. I 
of Oregon. Former Oregon Supreme Cm_nt I 
Committee chairman Terry Justice Betty Roberts, who lost a I 
Sanford, D-N.C., and Vice Senate race to Packwood in 
Chairman Warren B. Rudman, R- 1974, said, "It's very positive that I 
N.H., both leaving Congress in they're taking this seriously. It I 
January, said in a written state- probably will be a very long I 
ment that they had instructed the investigative procedure. To begin I 
panel's staff to gather informa- it now is very appropriate." The I 
tion as quickly as possible. committee announcement also I 
The inquiry results will be pre- said the panel has not determined I 
sented to the full six-member whether there is adequate evi- I 
committee, which then will deter- dence for an inquiry into allega-
mine whether to proceed with a tions of improper sexual conduct I 
formal investigation. Packwood, by Sen. Daniel Inouye, D- I 
60, who has checked into an Hawaii. I 
undisclosed alcohol treatment Inouye's hair stylist has ace- I 
program, has agreed to cooper- used the senator of having sexu- ' I ' 
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14") 
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza ... 
Just ss.95 ,,_Tu 
$7.45 with a Large (16") Pizza 
Additional toppings @ 
regular charge. 
ate. ally assaulted her 17 years ago. I Present this coupon when piCking up order. 
The committee's announce-
3 TONIGFfT I-Iou.r Shoppi:n.g ONLY Spree 7-10 p.m. 
ENTIRE Clothing Department 20 % off ALL Greek Merchandise 20 % off 
- (except on jewelry & special orders) 
ALL POSTERS 40 % off 
"Secret Santa 
8He4dquary~rs 
~ 
t ready for a new semester 
d Rogers, English professor, gives an advice to a transfer student for his first semester schedule as a 
at Eastern Tuesday in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Grand Ballroom. 
elief workers ask for help 
ADISHU, Somalia (AP) - Relief officials 
esday urged the United Nations to quickly 
year international commitment to rebuild the shat-
tered African nation. 
· e more military muscle to guarantee that aid 
hundreds of thousands of starving Somalis. 
as the U.N. Security Council debated whether 
up a U.S. offer of a force of 30,000 to deliver 
, some of the officials worried that an influx 
ign troops could spark retaliation against for-
Hinton said a suggestion that soldiers "can some-
how simply go in, clean the place up and get out in 
two weeks is ridiculous." By U.N. estimates, at least 
300,000 people have died from the combined effects 
of drought and warfare this year and another 2 mil-
lion are threatened. 
As much as half the 200,000 metric tons of food 
ali gunmen will feel that their livelihood - delivered to the Hom of Africa nation have been 
relief goods and protecting relief workers - stolen by bandits. At least 12,000 metric tons -
tened. enough for about 36 million meals - are stored at 
'sis a very complex society with very tough, port warehouses but cannot be delivered because of 
people divided into competitive clans," said banditry in the area. 
Doppler of Doctors Without Borders. "None Rival clans responsible for much of the looting 
relief agencies know how their programs will have crippled a U.N. plan to dispatch 4,200 peace- ' 
under military mobilization." But without keepers to get aid to Somalia's hungry. Only about 
, said Per Hammerstedt of U.N. Operation 500 U.N. troops have been deployed, and they have 
·a, the reliefopei;atjon is pQintlj!$S. _ , only taken control of Mogadishu's-airport: " • 1• • - • 
y sh~uld we stay here when fue food is loot: - - On}Jonday, U.N. Secretary~G'enerar'Boutros'' 
we can't even bring it out of the harbor?" he Boutros-Ghali recommended using military force to 
ndon, Nicholas Hinton, director general of 
'ef agency Save The Children, said any U.N. 
operation in Somalia must be part of a five-
guarantee food deliveries, in what would be the first 
full-scale armed U.N. intervention to support 
humanitarian activities. 
Korea hides plutonium plant 
UL, South Korea (AP) -
Korea has sought to cam-
e a building under con-
. on near a mountainside 
r complex, intelligence 
said Tuesday. One source 
concealed site could be a 
s-grade plutonium plant. 
Western and South Korean 
told The Associated Press 
ew U.S. satellite ph9-
s show recent construction 
e the Yongbyon nuclear 
th Korean and Western 
ls believe the hard-line 
unist regime is trying to 
an atomic bomb program 
gbyon, despite denials by 
Korean leaders and a par-
ning this year to intema-
inspectors. 
Hite photos show a side 
to the new site off a main 
nto Yongbyon has been 
. Trees have been planted 
turnoff to obscure it, the 
said. 
South Korean source said 
a dome-shaped structure at the 
site was suspected of housing a 
reactor to produce weapons-grade 
plutonium . 
The new construction had been 
detected by the time the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency 
made an inspection of the Yong-
byon plant in November, but the 
agency's inspectors were not yet 
aware of it and were not shown 
the site, the sources said. 
In Vienna, Atomic Energy 
Agency spokesman David Kyd 
said the agency had heard "noth-
ing at all" about new construction 
at Yongbyon. 
The remote Yongbyon com-
plex, with more than 100 build-
ings, lies 60 miles north of the 
North Korean capital, Pyongyang. 
The intelligence sources said 
the significance of the new con-
struction lies in its proximity to 
suspicious nuclear facilities and 
in "irrefutable evidence" that 
North Korea kept the construction 
secret even after pledging open-
ness about a nuclear program it 
Small Pizza with 
1 Free Topping only 
s3~~ 
Additional toppings 75¢ 
2 Pizzas only $6.98 
claims is peaceful. 
"If the North Koreans are con-
tinuing to build facilities which 
look to be of a technical nature 
adjacent to Yongbyon, and if they 
have not shown or declared them, 
we should be deeply concerned," 
said Dr. Peter D. Zimmerman, a 
specialist in arms control and ver-
ification at the Center for Stra-
tegic and International Studies, a 
Washington-based private insti-
tute. 
Concern over nuclear issues 
has stymied attempts at rap-
prochement between archrivals 
North and South Korea. Western 
countries are withholding eco-
nomic aid and improved diplo-
matic ties until they are con-
vinced North Korea is not devel-
oping atomic weaponry. 
Some analysts speculate that 
reclusive, totalitarian North Korea 
is only trying to appear coopera-
tive in an attempt to recoup aid 
lost in the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, the country's main patron. 
Medium Pizza with 
1 Free Topping only 
s4~~ 
Additional toppings $1.00 
2 Pizzas only $8.98 
7 
Paaliai's Pizza. 
F"ree Deliverv 
Free Semi-Thick Crust after 1 apm Everyday 
Good With All Specials Ill-.. 
OJ'.)en daily 4pm - 1 am 
Large Thin 
Single Item 
and Qt. of 
Coke 
2am on weekends [ J 
345 - 3400 ..=.. 
Unless stated below specials not 
valid with any other offer 
3.99 Every 
Small Pizza Wednesday 
when placed 199 per order 
After 1 Op.m. Spaghetti 
each additional and 
item .75¢ Garlic Bread 
1111 Human Potential Presents ... 
Large Pizza with 
1 Free Topping onl 
s5~T~ 
Additional toppings $1 25 
2 Pizzas only $10.98 
mm an 
ense 
Rap Artist 
NEW 
BREADSTICKS 
with Garlic Butter 
or 
Sauce 
only s1 ~~ax 
• ... 
.. 
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The Dally Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report errors 
immediately at 581-2812. 
A corrected ad will appear 
in the next edition. 
All dassified advertising 
MUST meet the l p.m. 
deoadllne to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER l 
p.m. will be published in 
the following days newspa-
per. Ads cannot be can-
celed AFTER the 2 p .m. 
deadline. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Dally Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES. OFFERED 
TRAVEL 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED 
AooMlON 
RIDES/RIDERS 
ROOMMATES 
SUBLEASERS 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
LOST &.. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
RESUME 
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE 
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND 
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING, 
418 W. LINCOLN , 
CHARLESTON. 345-6331 . 
_________ 1V11 
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDS-
GUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANY-
THING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEA-
SON'S COMPUTER SHOP, 
NEW AND USED COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND 
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND 
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE, 
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN 
SHOP 
~--~-----1V11 
STUDENTS. GET THE BEST! 
RESUMES, TYPING, COPIES. 
CHARLESTON, COPY X. 219 
LINCOLN AVE. (Across from 
CREDIT UNION ONE) 345-6313. 
_________ 1V11 
Need a paper typed? Call Carla 
at 581-3068 or Garold at 581-
2704. $1 per page. 
_________ 1V4 
The ONLY 30 minute guarantee 
in town. Satisfaction guaranteed! 
Domino's Pizza 348-1626. 
1V11 
_F_R_E_E_G-IF_T_B_A_G_G_l_N_G-SER-
VICE! HAVE YOUR HOLIDAY 
GIFTS TASTEFULLY 
ARRANGED AT TOKENS. ANY 
AND ALL ITEMS WELCOME. 
_________ 1V11 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn $2,000+/month + world trav-
el (Hawaii , Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Sum-
mer and Career employment 
available. No experience neces-
sary. For employment program 
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5738 
_________ 1V2 
Campus reps for Spring Break 
Trips to Daytona Beach. Earn 
free irip and commissions. 1-800-
881 -BEACH. 
The 
Dctily Eastern News 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _______________ __ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Phone: StudentsD Yes D No 
--------
Dates to run _____________ _ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Comp06il()r _.__ __ _ 
\ 
\ ~ 
no . . words/days ____ _ ~Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: D Cash ocheck D Credit 
Check number ____ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
P.M. 
6:00 
6:30 
SPRINGBREAKERS. Promote 
our Florida Spring Break pack-
ages. Earn MONEY and FREE 
Trips. Campus Marketing. 800-
423-5264 
WHO CAN YOU TRUST??? ... to 
raise your baby. THE BABY 
FOLD has many approved, 
licensed adoptive homes to 
choose from. Adoptive parents 
are willing to meet you and 
exchange pictures and letters. 
Free professional counseling for 
all birth parents, no pressure. Call 
217-348-8191, M-F, 9-5. 
NEEDED: Female Roommate for 
Spring '93. Own Rm. Washer & 
Dryer. 3 blocks from campus 
$165. Please call for info. 345-
6376 
_____ ca11/23,30-1V4 
Female roommate needed for 
spring-own room-close to cam-
pus. $150.00 + 1/2 utilities. Julie 
345-9701 
_________ 1V11 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
Spring 93. $170/mo. + 1/3 utili-
ties. Free cable . Please call 
ASAP. 348-1819. 
_________ 1V11 
Female roommate(s) needed for 
Spring and/or summer. 348-1871 
_________ 1V4 
Male to share house with 3 stu-
dents next semester. 1/4 block 
from Old Main. 348-8406. 
_________ 1V11 
Female roommate for Spring '93. 
Own room. Washer and dryer. 
One block from campus. Call Ann 
Himmel 234-4460 
Need a roommate? Watch the 
Daily Eastern News Classifieds! 
_________ .ha-00 
I 
Male subleaser needed for SP93. 
Lincolnwood Apts. Ph. 348-0834. 
_________ 1V11 
Female subleaser needed ASAP! 
First month FREE rent! Own 
room , washer/dryer, close to 
campus! 345-5869. 
___ ca11/20, 1V1,2,3,7,9,11 
2 subleasers for spring semester 
needed. Own room, $150/month 
rent. Located 416 Polk. 345-3089 
___ ca11/20-23, 11/30-1V4 
Female subleaser needed for 
Spring semester. $138 a month 
plus utilities. Apt near campus. 
Call 348-1675 
_________ 1V4 
Male subleaser to sublet for 
SP93. Park Place II Apts. $145 + 
utilities. Call Jeff 345-5173. 
PRICES FOi? STAY-NOT PEI? NIGHT! 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
5 ,1nd 7 NICHTS 
DAYTONA BEACH 
5 A.VO 7 NIGHTS 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
STEAMBOAT 
1 5 AND 7 NIGHTS 
MUSTANG ISLAND I 
PORT ARANSAS 
5 ANO 7 NIGHTS 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
5 ANO 7 NIGHTS 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
5 4ND 7 NIGHTS 
t2thAnnual 
Party! 
'f 09 
. $ 61 
. . $ •• 
" 'f29 
.... ..'fJ2 
..... •t2f 
.. ... .. 
TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS 
1 ·800·321 ·5911 ,,...., ................... ,..,,...,.. .............. ~ 
ACROSS 29 Feathefy • 54 Van Buren's 
Vice President-
sa Commedia 
dell'--
1 Left, at sea 
5 Private hoard 
10 In the ttiick of 
14 Actress 
McClurg . 
15 Neighbor of 
Chad 
- - neckpi·ece 
32 "--boy!" 
33 Helpers 
34 North Pole 
worker 
35 Wilson's Vice 
President 
39 Cookie holder 
40 Nominates 
17 Hayes's Vice 
President 41 China setting 
16 Life, to Luis 
59 Hunter in the 
sky 
60 Luncheon 
ending 
61 Chow follower 
62 Computer units 
63 Homeowner's 
holding 
20 Less well-to-do 42 Rocks at the bar 
DOWN 
1 Seat for the 
2t Like Gatsby 
22 An Olympic 
medal 
23 Dray 
25Choker 
components 
28 Leave the 
neighborhood 
43 Scott of legal 
note 
44 Group of seven 
46 Droughty 
47 Respond to a 
shock 
48 Pursue 
st Sweet age 
masses? • 
2 Valhalla god 
3 Get one's goat 
4Wire 
sSlowpokes 
6Useda 
stopwatch 
7Seaweed 
. pr~dl!CL 
...a Make hems 
' 9 Kingly letters 
10 Forestall 
11 Eight furlongs 
··-- 12 Brainstorm 
13 Move like a 
dragonfly 
ta Singer Billy --
11 Way out 
25 Page of music 
.;;;;;..&,.;;;.i..;;;..i..;:;.i .... H Profession11: 
standard 
ONE FEMALE SUBLEASER 
NEEDED FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER '93. OWN ROOM. 
$150/MONTH. FOR MORE 
INFO. CALL KELLY AT 345-
9605 
_________ 1217 
Male subleaser needed, own 
room, heat pd, pool, close to 
campus, cheap utilities. Call 348-
1461. Ask for Todd. 
_________ 1V10 
Need female subleaser ASAP or 
for Sp93. Nice, furnished apt., 
own room. Laura 345-3203. 
_________ 1V8 
Female subleaser. Sp. 93. 1 
block from campus, off street 
parking. Own large room. 
$150/month OBO. 
~HONE 
Apartment to sublease 
female. Room 15, 
Apartments. Cali F 
6000. 
Subleaser needed. N 
block from campus. 
low rent, low utilities. 
348-0677. 
HOLIDAY HELP WANTED 
32 
35 
39 
42 
We're offering students an opportunity to 
earn EXTRA CASH over the Holidays. 
We have over 200 openings in retail sal 
and ham processing. These positions 
require no previous experience, and are 
available at our 4 Chicago area stores . 
To learn more about these openings, st 
by for an application on Friday 
November 27, or call: 
tt Rolling Meadows (708)981-9790 
tt Villa Park (708)834-8400 
$ Morton Grove (708)470-0100 
tt Naperville (708)955-0550 
27 Expiate 
28Emulated 
45 Bk. before Job 
46 Bloodless 
Marceau 
21 Beauty lover 
30TVdragon 
3t G-sharp 
equivalent 
33 Ready for battle 
:te--Doria, 
ill-fated ship 
37 Delhi wear 
31 Came to pass 
44 Anoles' partners 
47 Enlisted man 
48 Stuff 
48Putonthe 
payroll 
so Overture 
follower 
News 
name 
53 Quaver, e.g. 
51 Stick up 
seMartini 
preference 
57 A Beatty of 
7:00 Unsolved Peanuts Wonder Years Basketball Murder, She Movie: Scientific Movie: Who Will Beverley Hills Little House 
7:30 Mysteries Garfield Doogie Howser Wrote The Sands Frontiers 90210 Incredible on the Prairie 
8:00 Seinfeld Heat of Home lmprov. Movie: of Time Movie: Melrose Place Wings Bonanza 
8:30 Mad About You the Night Coach College White Lie Cabeza de Vaca 
9:00 Spy Magazine 48 Hours Civil Wars Basketball News Broken Hearts, Star Trek Dreams Tum Combat 
9:30 Hit List Broken Homes To Dust 
10:00 News News News MacGyver Night Court Being Served? Thirtysomething Cheers Mac Mr. and Mr. North 
10:30 Jay Leno M*A*S*H Love Conn. SportsCenter Renegade Movie Studs Incredible Movie: 
11:00 Equalizer Gary Shandling Animals 
11:30 • StarTrek 
for Rent-Women ONLY. 
ay Lease (or longer) 1808 
St. Pat Novak. (708) 789-
._ _______ 1218 
nd Semester Individual 
for men-Furnished. Heat 
ctric paid. Call after 5:30 
-8870. 
_______ · _12111 
ed New Apt. for 1 Person. 
For Spring. -$195. Dave 
6 Leave Message. 
._ _______ 1214 
1-br furn. Apt. near square 
w or spring. Utilities paid. 
45-4336 after 5 pm or 
ds. 
._ _______ 12111 
R BEDROOM HOUSE. 
to Campus. $600 per 
. Available Jan. 1. Lease 
posit required. Call STIX 
9, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
.... -=-----,----1214 
Semester housing avail-
Share spacious older home 
per month per person, $220 
it. Rent includes utilities, 
r & dryer, basic cable. 2 
from Old Main! Phone: 1-
-2190. 
________ 12111 
& speakers-$60. b-ball 
ackboard-$30. Over-under 
r/dryer-$75. 1 Oa-2p. 345-
._ _______ 12111 
Yamaha Maxima 400, low 
, good shape. $500 OBO. 
76 
________ 12111 
HONDA INTERCEPTOR 
45 INCLUDES ACCES-
ES. MUST SEE! $1,6()0. 
CALL 348-1953 
_________ 12111 
ave oven for. sale, $60. 
lawnmower only $80. CD's 
I Tom 348-8516 
9-:=,.,-,-,c-"=~=-=--=---""-' 12111 
AIN BIKES: Cannondale 
New $1150.00 asking 
00; Diamond Back Apex 
.00; Fugi, $225.00. 348-
________ 12111 
n bicycles new and used. 
's Mattoon $699.95. Aer-
special $549.95. X'mas L-
. Open Tues-Saturday, 8-
7637 
3 Formals - Various styles and 
colors, Sizes 9, 12, and 14. $50 
or best offer. 348-0189. 
_________ 12111 
'86 Chevy Cavalier, Red, 2DR, 
Low miles, excellent condition, 
removable stereo, $2800.00 
OBO. Call 581-5498 
_________ 12111 
FOR SALE: WALL UNIT WITH 
ADJUSTABLE SHELVES ($65). 
MUST SELL. CALL LYN AT 581-
8091 
_________ 12111 . 
1987 Ford Escort GL. 1 owner, 4 
speed, air $2100. Bought a new 
car must sell. 345-4471 
_________ 12111 
Steroid Alternatives-Liquid 
Ephedrine, Hot Stuff, Cybergen-
ics, Weider, Universal. Diet Aids, 
Stimulants. Free catalog. Physi-
cal Attractions. 1-800-397-4777 
_________ 12111 
Crib and mattress $50 OBO. 345-
5749 
_________ 12111 
Leading Edge computer key-
board, needs monitor, $150.00. 
IBM Personal-XT keyboard, mon-
itor, mouse, cables, $300.00. 1-
849-2358. 
_________ 12111 
Def Leppard tickets for Sunday. 
$40 both. Call 581-3840. 
__________ 1212 
For Sale: Large One Topping 
$5.50. Domino's Pizza. 348-1626. 
___ _ _____ 12111 
Carpet for sale. Beige 13x15. 
$50.00 OBO. 345-5298. 
LOST: GREY MALE CAT. MAY 
OR MAY NOT BE WEARING 
GREEN COLLAR. PLEASE 
CALL 345-1613. 
_________ 12111 
Lost: Long brown jean coat, 
Pasta, lost at STIX on Friday 
night. If found, no questions 
asked, please call 581-8028 
__________ 1212 
FOUND: SET OF KEYS ON A 
"GOOFY" KEYCHAIN, ON WED. 
BEFORE -THANKSGIVING • 
BREAK. CALL 348-5457. 
Ann Lenart of Alpha Phi and Nat 
Lantz of Sigma Pi-Congratula-
tions on your lavalier. We are 
happy for the both of you. Love, 
the Alpha Phis 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID-
WHO WISHES TO lllJ. AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 
). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED. 
ss: Phone: ______ _ 
sage: (one word per line) 
Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad ----
____ Compositor ___ _ 
. _ _ _____ ....1Amount~:$ ~--t -• 1r, v-.ru l 
GIFT & FUN & LEARNING: 3 
uses in 1 • attractive wall decora-
tion • full color states/capitols. 
Bulletin board • removable die cut 
states for puzzle action 24' X 18' 
now only $12.95. Send to Edu-
Fun, 387 Cedar Lake, Depart-
ment 212, Round Lake, IL 
60073. Ship in 48 hrs. 5 day 
delivery since 1989. 
_________ 12111 
Storage units available 8 ft. by 8 
ft. $27.50/mo. Treasure Island, 
620 W. State, Charleston. 348-
1041 
_________ 12111 
ATTENTION SECRET SAN-
TAS: TOKENS IS THE ONE 
AND ONLY SECRET SANTA 
HEADQUARTERS. WE HAVE 
CANDY, CARDS AND HOLI-
DAY NOVELTIES FOR EVERY 
BUDGET. PLENTY OF EIU 
CLOTHES ON SALE THIS 
HOLIDAY SEASON. 
_________ 12111 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN tickets 
for Sat., December 5th in INDY. 
Call 348-0771 or 345-6199. 
__________ 12/4 
Internship available for Spring 
semester through the College of 
Business at local American 
Family Insurance .Agency . 
Approx. 1 O hrs per week for 3 
credit hours. Call Rich at 345-
9181. 
_________ 12/11 
Pre-Law Students : Need a 
Stress Reliever before Finals? 
Come to the Social & Pizza 
Party at Jerry's on Dec. 10th, 
6:00 - ? Bring a friend. Tickets, 
only $5.00 , are available at 
meetings or call 581-2344 or 
348-5457 . 
_______ ca12/2,4-9 
ELVIS LIVES! SCAT RATS 
RULE EASTERN. KNOB YOUR 
TWIST. BOOFOO. 
__________ 1212 
JAKE and WEISMAN, You guys 
are swell parents! I had a blast 
Dad's night. Let's do it again 
real soon. I love my parents! 
Love your Sig Kap daughter, 
Jamie. P.S. Amy you were wise 
to pick a man with great buns. 
- --'-,--"--'-----1212 I 
KYLE LEONHARD and LIZ 
ADAMS: You guys are the 
GREATEST parents ever! 
Thanks for an AWESOME Dad's 
Night! I just LOVE my parents! 
Your SIG KAP daughter, GINA! 
P.S. Sorry Dad, but there will be 
no locking of LIZARDS! 
For the perfect someone: get a 
gift certificate from European 
Tan Spa 345-911+1 
_________ 12110 
PRE-LAW STUDENTS: Candi-
dates needed for Spring 
Semester Officers' Positions. 
Get your entry form at this 
week's meeting and return to 
Sigma Iota Lambda Mailbox by 
Dec. 7th. Vote on Dec. 8th or 
9th. 
-,-,,..,,..,..,...,,...--,-,,--,,,,,_-ca 12/2,4, 7 
JEFF WILLIS: Thanx for ALL the 
HOMEBAKED cookies. You are 
GREAT!! We LUV you! Luv, 
YOUR ALPHA GAM Ladies 
__________ 1212 
Mike Haase-You're a winner. 
God likes you, I mean he REAL-
LY likes you. But what the hell 
are you going to do with a 
BEARS coat? Love, Jim and 
Mel. 
__________ 12/2 
Announcing Domino Pizza's 
Killer Deal, 14" One Topping for 
$5.50. 348-1626. 
-~-------12/11 
EAT! EAT! EAT! EAT! EAT! 
EAT! JOEY'S (WE DELIVER) 
345-2466. 
________ __ 12/3 
SWEETHEART SUSIE GREEN: 
Congratulations on being select-
ed to the Mid Continent All Con-
ference volleyball team. You had 
a terrific career. -We thank you 
for everything this semester. 
Love, the Men of SIGMA CHI 
----,--------12/2 
TAKING THE FINALS 
PLUNGE? STAY AFLOAT! 
Everyone is welcome to attend a 
Finals Prepara,tion Session 
tonight from 6:30 - 7:00 p.m. in 
Carman Hall's Copa Room 
sponsored by the Office of Ori-
entation. 
Calvin and Hobbes 
00 '{OIJ 
Hf\TE 
BEll\lG 
A GIRL? 
.. , 
ITS GO\Tfl, BE 
BETIER TuJ\N 
\µE ALTERNJ\T\\IE 
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w1-tr-:1s 11 
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate mass Wednesday at 
9 p.m. in the Newman Chapel. For rides call 348-0188. 
ENGLISH CLUB WILL have storyteller/meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday 
in Coleman Hall 333. bill Myers will be the featured speaker and will 
also talk about teaching English. Meeting will follow. Remember to 
bring dues and candy moneyl 
PSI CHI WILL have a meeting at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Psy-
chology lounge. We will be having a Jeopardy tournament! 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Bible Study at 7 
p.m. Wednesday in C.C.H. located south of Lawson Hall. Everyone 
is welcome! Call 345-6990 for rides or info. 
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will have an activation dinner at 5:15 p.m. 
Thursday at E.L. Krackers. 
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. will have an annual clothes drive for 
the homeless. Sign ups for the clothes drive is this week and pick 
ups will begin next week. For more information call Kirstin Buford at 
581-5331. Please give what you can! 
DELTA SIGMA THETA will host the dating game Wednesday from 
8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the Rathskeller. Prizes will be awarded to the 
winning couples. 
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN Resource Management (SHAM) will have a 
professional chapter meeting at 7 p.m. Wednesday in Lumpkin Hall 
119. All management majors welcome. 
STUDENT PR GROUP will have Open House Wednesday from 1 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Counseling Center. Everyone is welcome free 
refreshments will be served. 
THE AGENCY WILL have a meeting at 4 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Mac Lab. Be sure to attend because a group photo will be taken for 
the Agency newsletter. 
STUDENT ACTION TEAM will have a meeting at 6 p.m. Wednes-
day in the Paris room of the Union. Please bring in as much candy 
money as you can! 
PRSSA WILL NOT have a formal meeting Wednesday. All board 
members please meet at 6 p.m. in Martha's office. Regular social 
will be held at 9 a.m. on Thursday. For more info call Julie 3335. 
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA will have a meeting at 5:30 p.m. in Blair 
Hall room 300. Please bring dues if you haven't paid. Also, ideas 
are needed for a speaker at our initiation banquet in April. All mem-
ber encouraged to attend. 
PRE-LAW CLUB will have a pizza party and social at 6 p.m. Dec. 
10 at Jerry's. Get tickets now at this week's meeting. Only $5. Bring 
a friend. 
PRE-LAW CLUB will have Spring elections Dec. 8 and 9. Applica-
tions for Spring Semester Officer's positions are available at this 
week's meeting. Return by Dec. 7. 
BACCHUS WILL HAVE a meeting at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday ·in the 
Kansas room of the Union. 
MODEL UNITED NATIONS will have a meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday 
in the lobby of Andrews Hall. All new members must attend! 
Receive committee assignment and phone list. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have a coordinator's meeting at 4:30 
p.m. Wednesday in 201 University Union. Don't forget! 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting at 5:30 p.m. 
Wednes~y in tile Effingham rj!Om. 
I \MAGll'\E 13\JGS At.II> G\R\.S 
HME fl.. DIM PERCEP\\ON 
n-lf\T NJ\TVRE PLM~D P.... 
CR\Jt:l \R\CK Qt{ IWC.M, 13\JI 
Tt\Ei L"O'.. 11-1£. lt,nt.LUGHK£. 
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11.\E ~f\Gl-l\T\JD£. OF \\. 
by Bill Watterson 
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MANe By Stan Lee 
HE'S ON TIME! LIKE, 
HE DON'T WANNA BE LATE 
FOR HI~ FUNE:RAl.! ·~; - -- ~; 
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Hot-stove league heating up (tJ ~JOKE ~TONIGH Cubs sign Guzman Houston Astros. The Astros, fulfilling a promise to improve their 
young club with strategic free agent signings, also have 
made offers t_o shortstop Ozzie Smith and pitcher Greg 
Swindell. 
·The Chicago Cubs on Tuesday signed free-agent 
pitcher Jose Guzman to a $14.35 million, four-year 
contract and waved goodbye to Cy Young winner Greg 
Maddux. 
'"Ibis is the most significant acquisition this club had 
made in quite some time, possibly a decade," Houston 
general manager Bill Wood said 
Guzman was 16-11 for the Texas Rangers last sea-
son and Cubs general manager Larry Himes said he 
will be getting his money's worth if the 29-year-old 
right-hander does as well next year. Giants fire Craig 
Roger Craig was fired as manager of the San Despite the price tag on Guzman, the Cubs are sav-
ing a bundle by giving up Maddux, who turned down a 
five-year $29 million package after a 20-11 season and 
a sparkling 2.18 ERA. 
Francisco Giants Tuesday. · 
Craig, 62, took over as Giants manager on Sept 18, 
1985, and had one season remaining on his ·contract. 
Craig managed the Giants to an 807-804 record and the 
1989 National League pennant 
"This ends our relationship of going after Greg 
Maddux, as far as I know," Himes said at a news con-
ference. "Our offer is off the table." "He was extremely gracious," Peter Magowan said 
Magowan is head of the group that agreed to buy the 
Giants from Bob Lurie. "You couldn't have asked for a 
better response for someone who has been in a difficult 
position, not knowing what his future would be." 
Drabek signs with Houston -
Doug Drabek. a key part of the pitching staff that led 
Pittsburgh to three straight NL East titles, agreed 
Tuesday to a $19.5 million, four-year contract with the By Associated Preu 
Flames hope to ignite program 
Editor's note: This is the seventh 
part in a series previewing the 
Eastern women's basketball team's 
Mid-Continent Conference oppo-
nents for the 1992-93 season. 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Associate sports editor 
"I want for the team to.experi- points per game and almost five 
ence winning and a winning team assists a game before going out 
attitude from top to bottom," with an injury late in the season. 
McMahon said. "I really feel that The guard out of Maine West High 
the group of seniors will strive to School also led the team with 63 
make this UIC's best season ever." steals and needs seven more to 
Gilbert, a 6 foot forward from become the schools all-time leader 
Milwaukee, Wis., will once again in that category. 
be the main cog in the Flames• Johnson and Jones played minor 
offense and defense. She averaged roles in the Flames' offense last 
15.3 points per game to lead the season but are expected to provide 
team last season and was among some experience and leadership 
the nation's leader in rebounding, this year. Also expected to con-
averaging 10.9 boards a contest. tribute to this year's team are 
Gilbert was a first-team all confer- juniors Lynn Jordan and Bridget 
ence pick in the North Star Murphy. 
Conference last season. She needs The Flames are picked to finish 
just 69 more points to reach the seventh in the Mid-Con according 
1,000-point plateau in her career. to the preseason poll. The are rated 
The Flames will also look to just ahead of ~tern. The Panthers 
se'D.iors Tasia Georganas, Andrea will see the Flames on Jan. 23 at 
Johnson and Shelisa Jones for lead- home and again on Feb. 28 iri 
..... ~t£.lli.P·~C!ewgg@i alQ:..ll8e9..,.9~· -Pll9.i8R1.,. !ic J~~1 _,1,, Iii,.,, I - :- • ';. . :1 - --- -""" - . 
Panther's 
~
TONIGHT! 
2 ¢ 
DRAFT 
NO COVER! 
75 
LONGNEC 
NO COVER 
Projects Due!! 
We Can Help 
-Typing, Laser printing, Overheads & Supplie 
~ COUNTY OFFICE 
~ PRODUCTS, INC. 
605 MONROE 
"ON THE SQUARE" 
Wednesday at 
~~arty's 
cmsf{ CHICKEN STRIPS 
JIO · w /Potato Salad and Baked 
Beans 
ONLY $2.22 
$1.~ 20°z DRAFTS (Lite & MGD) 
~r:on~te:: Wings & ~in_ $1 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION 
REC SPORTS SHORTS 
Office: STUDENT RECREATION CENTER LOBBY 
Spring Semester, 1993 
Activity Accept Entry Managers Play 
(*Enter •on tbe soot') ~ ~ ~ ~ 
*Free throws (M,W,CR) ...................................................................................................... Thurs 1/14 
3-Point Shootout (M,W,CR) .Tues1/12 ............................. Mon 1/18 ...................... , ............. Tues 1/19 
Basketball (M,W,5'10) .......... Wed 1/13 ............................ Wed1/20 ......... Thurs 1/21 ........... Sun 1/24 
Racquetball singles (M,W) ... Fri 1/15 ...... r ••• ••••••• • • • • ~ • • ••••••• Fri 1/22 ....................................... Mon 1/25 
Bowling Circus (M,W,CR) ................................................................................................. .Wed 1/27 
Bowling (M,W) ...................... Thurs 1/21 .......................... Thurs 1/28 .................................. Mon 211 
Volleyball (CR) ..................... Wed 1/21 ............................ Wed 1127 ........ Thurs 1/28 ........... Mon211 
Pickleball Singles (M,W) ...... Fri 1/29 ............................... Fri 215 ......................................... Mon 218 
Water Basketball (CR) .. ..... .. Wed 1/27 ............................ Wed 213 .......... Thurs 214 ............. Mon 218 
Wrestling (M) ........................ Tues 219 .............................. Tues 2116 ................ .................... Wed 2117 
Badminton Single (M, W) ..... Thurs 2111 ........................... Fri 2119 ...•................................... Mon 2122 
Teamtennis (CR) .................. Wed 2117 ............................ Wed 2/24 ........ Thurs 2125 ........... Mon 311 
Swim Meet (M,W,CR) .......... Mon 2122 ............................ Mon 311 ................ .. .................... Tues 312 
Tab.Tenn. Doub. (M,W,CR) .. Fri 2126 ............................... Fri 3/5 ......................................... Mon 318 
Riflery (M,W,CR) .................. Fri 2126, .............................. Fri 315 ......................................... Mon 318 
Softball (M.W,CR) .... ........... .Wed 313 .............................. Wed 3110 ........ Tues 3/11 ...... ...... Sun 3114 
Indoor Soccer (M,W) ........... .Wed 3110 ......... : .................. Wed 3117 .... .... Thurs 3118 ........... Mon 3129 
Wallyball (M,W) ................... .Wed 3110 ............................ Wed 3117 ........ Thurs 3118 ........... Mon 3129 
Tennis Doubles (M,W,CR) .... Fri 3/12 ................... : ........... Fri 3119 ....................................... Mon 3/29 
4 on 4 Volleyball (CR) .......... Mon 3/29 ............................ Mon 4/5 ...................................... Tues 4/6 
Archery (M,W,CR) ................ Mon 4/5 .............................. Mon 4/12 ...........................•........ Tues4/13 
*Home Run Derby (M,W,CR) ................ .............................................................................. Tues 4/20 
Track Meet (M,W) ............... .Wed 4/14 ........................... .Wed 4/21 .................................... Thurs 4/22 
M=Men's Divisions W=Women's Divisions CR=Co-Rec Divisions 
FORFEIT FEES! 
All team managers who have been assessed forfeit fees are reminded to pay them as soon as possible. All 
unpaid forfeit fees will result in a hold placed on the team manager's grades, transcripts, and registration for 
Spring Semester. Make all checks payable to Eastern Illinois University. 
Telephone: 581-2821 
HOLIDAY HOURS! 
DECEMBER 18-JANUARY 10, 1993 
*STUDENT RECREATION CENTER MON.-FRI. .2:00-8:00P.M. 
"LANTZ BUILDING/GYM/ 
FIELDHOUSE 
.. LANTZ POOL 
(LAP SWIM) 
BUZZARD POOL 
*""LANTZ EQUIPMENT ROOM 
SAT.-SUN. CLOSED 
MON.-FRI. 2:00-8:00 P.M. 
SAT.-SUN. CLOSED 
MON.-FRI. 4:00-6:00 P.M . 
SAT.-SUN. CLOSED 
-MON-FRI. - r _ , CLOSED 
SAT.-SUN. CLOSED 
MON-FRI. CLOSED 
SAT.-SUN CLOSED 
*The SAC and Lantz building will be open 12-8 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday, January 11&12, 1993. 
**There will be no lap swim in Monday and Tuesday, January 11&12, 1993. 
***The Equipment Room will be open 12-8 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday, January 11 & 12, 1993. 
All facilities will be closed on weekends. The facilities will also be closed on December 24,25 and 31, 1992 
January 1, 1993. Regular spring semester hours will begin at 8 a.m. on Wednesday, January 13, 1993. 
LANTZ POOL CLOSED! 
Lantz Pool will be closed for Intercollegiate Swim meet on Saturday, December 5, 1992. 
LIFEGUARDS/AQUA AEROBIC LEADERS WANTED !I 
The Division of Recreational Sports is now excepting applications for lifeguards and Aqua Exercise I 
for the holiday break and 1993 Spring Semester. Interested individuals should pick up an application at 
Student Recreation Center Office, Monday-Friday, 8:00 a.m. till 4:30 p.m. 
AEROBIC LEADERS NEEDED!! 
Anyone interested in becoming an aerobics leader for high impact, low impact or step aerobics during 
1993 Spring Semester should pick up an application at the SAC Office, Monday-Friday, 8:00a.m. till 4:30 
The Division of Recreational sports will then hold tryouts on Wednesday, December 9 at 7 p.m. in The 
enclosed gym. 
All Rarticipants trying out are asked to wear proper aerobic gear and shoes and have prepared a brief 
up, aerobic segment, and cool-down. For more information contact Nicole Long or Jeff Dvorak-at 581-2821. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS HOURS DURING CLOSED'. 
FINALS WEEK 
Regular hours for the Recreational Sports Programs will be in effect through Wednesday, December 16. As All SRC Basketball Courts/multi-purpose (wood floor)areas will be closed December 16-27, 1992 due 
maintenance. 
of Thursday, December 17, the Division of Recreational sports and all facilities will close at 8:00 p.m., starting 1-------------------------------..-.i 
into Holiday hours. Aerobic sessions will not be held on Saturday, December 12 or Sunday, December 13 but 
during the rest of finals week the following sessions will be held. 
AEROBICS 
Monday-Wednesday ........... 4 p.m ............... Low Impact (AEROBIC AREA) 
Monday-Wednesday ...... .. .... 5 p.m .......... .... .faculty/Staff (DANCE STUDIO) 
AQUA AEROBICS 
Monday-Wednesday .. .. ............................... 5 p.m. (BUZZARD POOL) 
RECYCLE!!! 
The Division of Recreations Sports is urging all students to recycle their aluminum cans. There is a 
cling bin located near the soda machines in the SAC Lounge and TV Area. 
... . 
Wednesday, December 2, 1992 
ws' Athlete of the Week 
lleyballer Green goes out in style 
riter 
ause of her performance 
t Western Illinois in the 
's Mid-Continent Con-
volleyball tournament, ;, 
's Susie Green was one 
players named to the All-
ent team. 
en had 19 kills and 19 
gainst Western Illinois, 
ing athlete of the week 
from the Daily Eastern 
ly hard to take since the Lady 
Panthers won the two regular 
season matches against the 
Westerwinds. 
"We just made a lot of 
unforced errors and they 
didn't," Green said, summing up 
the match. 
Despite her performance in 
the match, Green pointed toward 
another match with Western that 
she felt was her best perfor-
mance. "I'd say the match this 
year at Western was the one I 
felt the best about because it 
went five sets and it was the one 
where Kim (Traub) got injured 
and that really seemed to pull us 
together as a team." 
sie was the only player 
to the All-Tournament 
ho dido 't make it to the 
ionship game, so that 
well for itself," Eastern Susie Green If there's anything Green 
enjoyed the most about her days Betty Ralston said. 
· st Western, Green man-
hit over .300, which was 
ston's words, "anJ >Ut-
g per}Qrmapce- for ' ap-
Although she won't get the 
chance to be part of an NCAA 
tournament team, Green closes 
her' career on a positive note. 
· on th~ _ ~opexball .teau;i, it 
seemed to be the opportunity to 
face strong competition. "I like 
being competitive and facing 
good competition," she said. 
"Especially this year it was fun 
because we had a pretty tough 
schedule." 
hitteT."· Green has a year 
"bility left, but will gradu-
May and won't be with 
anymore. / 
sure if she stayed she'd 
t her career with several 
"This is the best season I've 
had by far and that goes for the 
team as well," Green said. " It 
was a lot of fun because every-
one got along with each other 
well." Editor's note: Because of dif-ficulty in contacting the male 
athlete of week, the story will 
run in tomorrow's edition of the 
Daily Eastern News. 
," Ralston said. "She just 
plished a lot of things 
e was here for us." 
Green felt the disappointing 
loss to Western Illinois in the 
tournament, and it was especial-
olverines survive scare 
No. 1 Michigan 75, Rice 71 led five Duke players in double figures. Thomas Hill 
o. I-ranked Michigan Wolverines escaped an scored 15 of his 22 points in the second half, Bobby 
by unheralded Rice, 75-71 Tuesday night. Hurley added 17, Cherokee Parks 16 and reserve 
higan surge over a 2:02 span in the second Marty Clark 10 for the Blue Devils, who won their 
the Owls' hopes of upending the heavily- 11th straight opening-night game. 
_ O]v_erines,,NCA A finali&ts..last_se_11son _ ·-:_ __ Zi- Tut?_ vict~~;aJso ~e 49th in the last 50 garhes" ' 
scored 13 of his points in the second half, m Cameron Indo9r Stadium, and extended Duke's 
ichigan a boost after foul problems nearly winning streak at home against non-Atlantic Coast 
Wolverines a victory in the season opener for Conference teams to 73 games. 
Ray Jackson fouied out with 3:29 to play 
an Howard, who had 10 of his 18 points in the 
half, picked up his fourth foul with 2:32 to 
No. 3 Kansas 76, Georgia 65 
Hancock had 14 points and eight rebounds 
gular season Kansas debut and the No. 3 
survived a sloppy second half Tuesday night 
· spired 76-65 victory over Georgia. 
k, a highly touted junior college transfer, hit 
us dunk to give the Jayhawks a 68-53 lead 
left, then got back on defense to block a shot 
rgia, which outshot and outrebounded the 
Jayhawks after trailing by 20 points at half-
e season opener for both teams. 
ulldogs, 15-14 a year ago, ·grit·as close as 10 
their second-half surge as Karlsas, 27-5 last,' 
went 7:08 without scoring and Georgia 
an 11-0 run, with five different players con-
points. The visitors outrebounded Kansas 30-
second half. 
o. 4Duke110, Canisius 62 
Hill put on an opening-night show, scoring a 
'gh 28 points as third-ranked Duke began its 
third straight national title with a 110-62 vic-
Canisius Tuesday night. 
ho missed only one of 13 field goal attempts, 
No. 6 Seton Hall 87, Rider 74 
Jerry Walker, shaking off an injury to his right knee, 
came off the bench and produced five points, three 
assists and a steal in a 13-2 second-half run that 
allowed No. 6 Seton Hall to shake off Rider and post 
an 87-7 4 victory Tuesday night. 
Seton Hall ( 4-1) exhibited all the signs of a post 
pre-season NIT letdown against Rider, but nothing 
could be taken away from the Broncs and guard 
Darrick Suber, who hit six 3-pointers and scored 35 
points. 
Rider played Seton Hall tough for 28 minutes and 
threw a big scare into the Pirates, who lost the NIT 
championship game to No. 2 Indiana last week. 
No.7N.Carolina119,0ld Dominion 82 
Donald Williams scored 21 points and Eric 
Montross added 20 as No. 7 North Carolina, shooting 
· 86 percent in the second half, rolled over Old 
Dominion 119-82 Tues.day night. 
The Tar Heels, playing without injured point guard 
Derrick Phelps, dido 't miss a beat in their season 
opener, showing depth and superior inside strength 
while shooting 75.4 percent (43 of 57) for the game. 
Williams, who struggled with his outside shooting 
touch last year as a freshman, hit five of eight shots 
and nine of 10 free throws, while the 7-foot Montross 
powered inside at will against the smaller Monarchs, 
making eight of eight from the field. 
By Associated Press 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
11 
ATTED'S 
TONIGHT 
r---"Z10LA-8i-uE:11 ___ 1 
I AJternative Rock Show 1 
I Featuring: Kent-EIU Student I 
1
1 
music by: Jane's Addiction, Black Sabath, Nirvana, 1
1 Sex Pistols, Alice in Chains, plus originals. : 5 Q ¢ Special Export Light : 
I Old Style Mil-Best I 
I $1.00 Mixers I 
L---~~~~~~~J~~~~~~~~---J 
Now Leasing 
PARK PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
(across from the Union on 7th St.) 
Beat the Rush and 
get an early start 
for next year. All selections 
are 
Available Now! 
Apartments also on 12th St. 
Call Anytime 348-1479 
COMPLETE 
SOFT 
CONTACTS 
TodaY. and Tomorrow! 
Kegist~r to win 
pnzes: 
movies, t-shirts, rentals, 
and more! 
CANS 
"LIVE DJ" J.ITTJ.I Cl II PUS en lOa.m.-midnight 345-4580 LUNCH SPECIALS 11 :00 DAILY 
Eastern downs Maine 71 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Sports editor 
Eastern's men's basketball team held off a second 
half comeback attempt to overpower the University of 
Maine 71-63 in Tuesday night's season opener at 
Lantz Gym. 
The Black Bears started to rally soon after Eastern's 
Derrick Landrus fell to the ground and suffered a con-
cussion after driving into the lane with 18:45 remain-
ing in the game. Landrus would not return and he went 
to the hospital for further tests. The extent of the injury 
was unavailable. 
"The chemistry wasn't there (after Landrus got 
hurt),'' ~affiuels said. ·"We pressed a little bit because 
they starte'd to' make' a ·bi.i 'df a'iun 'at us. Derrick has 
stepped up and-been our floor I~l{der at practice. We 
missed that." 
Maine narrowed the Eastern lead from 11 points, 
when Landrus went down, to four points at the 10:27 
left. 
But the Panthers, with junior Troy Collier taking 
over and running the offense, scored the next five 
points and opened a 10-point lead with about five min-
utes to go, thanks in part to Eastern's solid free throw 
shooting holding off the Black Bears' comeback. 
"We saw Troy get into the· flow and settle us down 
and play pretty well for us,'' Samuels said. 
"Derrick (Landrus) was needed, but it wasn't like 
the whole system broke down," said sophomore Louis 
Jordan. "We are confident in our back-up players and 
Troy came in here and did his job." 
Landrus scored 15 points in the first half hitting 
three of four shots behind the three-point arc. 
Freshman Johnny Hernandez and senior Eric West 
each connected on a three pointer in the first half. 
But the reason the outside shots. were open was 
~~!}Hi@ Wilm@ emm~ fb~ ~fill~ m & ~8ne P.~fe!m· · 
"They were testing our perimeter snootmg," 
Samuels said. "The guys who I think can be three-
point shooters, Landrus, Hernandez and West, all 
stepped up and shot the ball." 
One of the key factors going into the g 
Panthers was the handling of Maine's p 
defense, but it dido 't seem to make a differe 
game. 
"I think our press in practice was harder 
game was," said sophomore Andre Rodrigue 
kind of surprised that we broke it so easily." 
Rodriguez, who scored 14 points and h 
rebounds, was partly responsible for keep 
Panthers' offense going by chipping in 10 s 
points. 
"They weren't boxing out very good, so I 
ing to use my quickness to get me into the h 
get some put backs,'' Rodriguez said. "I'm s 
realize that if I hit a couple of inside shots, 
move out and shoot better." 
· Jufiio~.f>.~rrell Xoyn;q!~PJ?9d .~n, ~n~ . i . · 
Panthers early on.; fol!,11& ~ii~~ Jg11~~.-h1 
rebounds and three b1ocked shots 'While 
four points. 
"I thought he did some things to cha 
momentum with a couple of nice blocked 
Samuels said. 
The Panthers had a 40-29 lead going into 
room at halftime. 
Men's box score 
EASTERN 71 Maine 63 
Panthers FG FGA 3-pt FT FTA TP Reb. 
Johnny Hernandez 2 4 1-3 0 0 5 3 
Troy Collier 2 4 6 6 10 2 
KurtComer 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Derrick Landrus 5 7 3-4 2 2 15 0 
Louis Jordan 2 5 5 9 9 2 
Darrell Young 2 2 0 0 4 9 
Eric West 3 8 1-3 2 2 9 1 
Andre Rodriguez 6 12 2 2 14 7 
Steve Nichols 0 I 0 0 0 I 
Derrick Kelley 0 I 1 2 I I 
CurtisLeib 1 4 2 2 4 3 
Walter Graham 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals 23 47 5-10 20 25 71 
Maine..i... u ,1 .; d 0 ·I 
!Ct'lirPTerrell 2 9 0 0 4 3 
Deonte Hursey 5 13 1-1 3 4 14 4 
Casey Arena 6 9 3-5 2 4 17 4 
Ed.Jones 2 2 0 0 4 2 
Fritz Marseille 3 5 0 I 6 3 
Chris Collins 2 3 0 0 4 2 
Rossie Kearson 0 2 0-1 0 0 0 I 
JEFF CULLER/Staff Photographer - . "The ~g that sh?C~~d us was that they came out 
-Eastern's Derrick Landrus falls to the floor after driving to the hoop. ~a zone, Jordan said._ Coach (Samuels) was prepar-
Landrus suffered a concussion as a result of the fall and did not return mg u~ all week for havmgyressure on ~e ball and on 
Dan Hillman 2 4 
Francois Smith 4 10 
Totals 26 57 
Score by periods 
4-7 
1st half 
0 0 4 5 
2 2 10 
7 11 63 
2nd half Final 
EASTERN 40 31 
to the game which Eastern won 71-63. · the wmgs, but we handled it pretty well. 
71 
Maine 29 34 63 
Panthers open season 
with confidence boost 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Sports editor 
Going into the 1992-93 season 
being picked to finish near the 
cellar in the Mid-Con in nearly 
every preseason poll was no sur-
prise to Eastern coach Rick 
Samuels. 
Samuels also wasn't surprised 
by his team's win when it held 
off Maine for a 71-63 opening 
season victory Tuesday at Lantz 
Gym. 
"This game was just as I 
thought it would be," Samuels 
said. "There are going to be a lot 
of those close games where we 
are going to have to hit free 
throws and some of those baskets 
down the stretch to win games." 
That was exactly what hap-
pened in the Eastern's opening 
season win. In the final five min-
utes of the game, the Panthers 
were 8-of-9 from the free throw 
line. 
"We had our best free throw 
shooting team out there," 
Samuels said of Troy Collier, 
Louis Jordan and Eric West. 
West put an exclamation on 
the game when he ran the length 
of the court on in bounds play 
and slammed in the final points 
for the victory. 
Perhaps even more so than key 
shots down the stretch, hustle 
may have played the key part in 
the victory. 
"Coach told us in the very 
beginning since we are young 
team we are going to win a lot of 
games on hustle since we don't 
have much experience," Jordan 
said. "We are going to make mis-
takes and we just have to fight 
through those. The win may have 
been ugly, but we got it." 
Despite the win, Samuels said 
his team still showed its youth at 
times. 
"We saw some signs of what 
we can be if we continue to play 
hard and learn," Samuels said. 
"At times we showed that we 
were very unfamiliar. But that's 
chemistry and that will come as 
we play more with one another." 
Sophomore Andre Rodriguez, 
who had 14 points and seven 
rebounds, said the win was a big 
boost for the team's confidence 
going into this weekend's Purdue 
Classic in West Lafayette, Ind. 
"I think this was great win," 
Rodriguez said. "We didn't know 
what to expect from such a 
young team. 
"A lot of teams are going to 
underestimate us, but if we con-
tinue to hustle, then we are going 
to surprise some teams. We just 
have to keep playing hard." 
Mizzo·u handles Lady Panth 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Associate sports editor 
Eastern's young women's bas-
ketball team was literally thrown 
to tigers Tuesday evening. ' 
The Lady Panthers lost their 
season opener 68-45 to the 
Missouri Tigers in Columbfa, Mo:, 
in a game that also marked the col-
lege debut of eight Eastern fresh-
men. 
The Tigers ran out to a com-
manding 41-19 lead at halftime, 
but the Lady Panthers played them 
even the rest of the way. 
"I really can't be that disap-
pointed with the way we played, 
especially in the second half," 
Eastern coach Barbara Hilke said. 
"The story of the game was 
unforced errors on our part and 
Missouri's speed on defense." 
On the night, Eastern commit-
ted 32 turnovers. 
Senior co-captain Sheriel 
Brown led the way for the Lady 
Panthers scoring a team high 13 
points and grabbing 10 rebounds. 
She was the only Lady Panther to 
register double figures in either 
category. 
"Sheriel played well but got 
tired and her defense broke 
down," Hilke said. 
The other senior co-captain, 
Karen Mccaa, came off the bench 
to score seven points and gather 
four rebounds. She also sank the 
KarenMcCaa 
team's only three-point basket. 
Tammy Wtlkinson started at guard 
and scored six points, converting 
on half of her shots. 
"Mccaa did exactly what we 
needed her to do," Hilke said. 
"She came in and settled down the 
offense and gave us an outside 
threat. Wilkinson and McCaa 
make a nice one-two punch." 
After going into halftime trail-
ing by 22 points, things didn't get 
much better for the Lady Panthers 
once the game resumed. The Lady 
Panthers managed only two points 
Jin the first 9:57 of the second half. 
But they were able to gather them-
selves and score 24 points 
final 10 minutes of the 
Missouri was outscored 
27-26 in the second half. 
Sophomore point guard 
Polka started, scoring five 
and dishing; otl:t<n:irte ' 
11 -HoweV~rPsJ:le also'co , 
team-high 10 turnovers. 
formances that drew p · 
Hilke were from freshmen 
Green and Kelly Stancil. 
"I was happy with the 
the bench,'' Hilke said. 
played well on offense, 
and rebounding and 
showed more ability than 
in practice, especially on 
Green had four poin 
Stancil had one basket. 
guard Toiirrie Frazier s 
scored four points while 
four rebounds. 
The Lady Panthers s 
impressive 43 percent 
floor, 20 for47. 
The Tigers were led 
center Lynette Linnem 
scored a team high 15 
had nine rebounds. Amy 
added 14 points and juni 
Stacy Williams had 11. 
Eastern will next pl 
weekend in the Texas-
Toumament. The Lady 
will tipoff with host 
Arlington o,n Friday at 
They will play either Wic · 
.or Baylor on Satur.day. 
